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Abstract. Alpha satellites are tandemly repeated sequences found in all human centromeres. In addition to 
the functional and structural role within centromere they are also a suitable model for evolutionary stud-
ies, because of being subject to concerted evolution. The Global Repeat Map (GRM) algorithm is a con-
venient computational tool to determine consensus repeat units and their exact size within a given ge-
nomic sequence, both of monomeric and higher-order (HOR) type. Using GRM, we identify in Build 37.2 
assembly fifteen different alpha satellite HORs, three of them novel, not reported previously. In the next 
step we compute suprachromosomal family classification and CENP-B box / pJ distributions for these 
HORs. All human alpha satellite sequences originate from one pra-ancestral alpha satellite monomer. For 
the first time we perform GRM analysis and compare human and chimpanzee alpha satellite HORs for 
chromosomes 4 and give an evidence that the human and chimpanzee alpha satellites originate from a 
common ancestor that predated the human-chimpanzee separation. We also compare the codon-like 
trinucleotide (CLT) extensions of human and chimpanzee chromosome 4. Our results are consistent with 
the expectation that the alpha satellite HORs in human and chimpanzee have been created after the hu-
man-chimpanzee separation. (doi: 10.5562/cca1987) 
Keywords: alpha satellites higher order repeats, human chromosome 4, chimpanzee chromosome 4, GRM, 
trinucleotide extensions 
 
INTRODUCTION 
Centromeres in all eukaryotes play an essential role in 
many of chromosome functions, such as segregation in 
mitosis and meiosis, recognition and pairing of homo-
logous chromosomes, sister chromatid attachment, and 
formation of kinetochore structures.1 They are charac-
terized by highly repetitive DNA regions and bound 
kinetochore proteins, which are required for the at-
tachment of microtubules to chromosomes during 
mitosis. 
Every human centromere consists of arrays of 
tandemly repeated 171-bp units, known as alpha satel-
lite DNA that can be several megabases in size;2 how-
ever, among reported chromosome assemblies, the 
amount and type of alpha satellite varies. These massive 
arrays are embedded between blocks of pericentromeric 
heterochromatin containing highly repetitive DNA.3,4 In 
situ hybridization with alpha satellite and immu-
nolabeling using antibodies against kinetochore proteins 
also confirms that centromeres are located in these re-
gions.5 
Considering the pattern of sequence organization, 
there are two major types of alpha satellite DNA in 
human genome: higher-order (HOR) and monomeric.6−8 
Figure 1 schematically shows the overall concept of 
HORs for an illustrative case of 11mer HOR. Higher-
order alpha satellite DNA consists of ≈171-bp mono-
mers organized in the second order arrays of monomeric 
repeat units that are highly homogenous. After a specif-
ic higher-order alpha satellite DNA has been created by 
amplification, its copies do not just passively accumu-
late mutations. There is a mechanism that works only 
Figure 1. Schematic presentation of seven copies of 11mer 
alpha satellite HOR. The i-th HOR copy is denoted by hi and 
the k-th constituent alpha satellite monomer by mk. 
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within an array to maintain its homogeneity. Owing to 
that process called “homogenization”,6 all chromosome-
specific arrays have the same typical percentage of 
divergence between HOR copies (1−5 %).8 By contrast, 
monomeric alpha satellite DNA lacks detectable higher-
order periodicity, and its constituent monomers are far 
less homogeneous (individual alphoid monomers di-
verge by 20−40 % from each other).9 
Higher-order alpha satellite DNA are chromosome 
specific.2,7,10−15 every chromosome has its own unique 
family of higher-order alpha satellite. At least 33 differ-
ent alphoid subfamilies have been identified so far. 
Some of these subfamilies are specific for a single 
chromosome, whereas others are common to a few 
chromosomes. Certain chromosomes seem to have a 
single HOR within their centromeres, whereas others 
contain several different HORs. A type of polymor-
phism found in alphoid arrays involves higher-order 
units that differ by an integral number of monomers 
(monomer insertion or deletion), but nonetheless closely 
related in sequence.7,14 
Highly homogeneous arrays of higher-order alpha 
satellite monomers are relatively recent additions to 
human genome.7,8 It was found that the lower primates 
have only monomeric alpha satellites at their centro-
mere.16−18 The relatively recent evolution of higher-
order alpha satellite DNA and the fact that highly ho-
mogeneous arrays of higher-order alpha satellite mono-
mers are allways bordered by more heterogeneous mon-
omeric alpha satellite DNA,9,19−22 has led to the hypoth-
esis that higher-order alpha satellite DNA evolved from 
ancestral arrays of monomeric alpha satellites DNA and 
subsequently transposed to the centromeric regions of 
all great apes chromosome.7,8,20,23−25 
In addition to their different sequence organiza-
tion, higher-order and monomeric alpha satellite DNA 
also differ in their functionality. On the basic of ge-
nomic, biochemical and artificial chromosome analyses 
it was shown that the centromere function is associated 
with higher-order and not monomeric alpha satellite 
DNA in the human genome.20,26−30 Because of this direct 
connection with centromere function, aforesaid recent 
evolution of higher-order alpha satellite DNA raises 
some intriguing questions. 
An explanation for generating higher-order alpha 
satellite DNA involves unequal crossing over between 
misaligned HOR units aligned on the register of ho-
mologous monomers. Unequal crossing over, restrict-
ed to tandem sequences, explains the generation and 
local homogenization of higher-order units and ac-
counts for large size variation among higher-order 
alpha satellite DNA on homologous chromo-
somes.2,7,25,31−33 By the process of unequal crossing 
over higher-order alpha satellite DNA enable rapid 
evolutionary development. 
A possible functional role of noncoding sequences 
and in particular of repeats has been much discussed. 
Recent studies have indicated a relatively sharp transition 
between the eucromatin of chromosome arms and the 
region containing alpha satellites near the centromere,20,25 
raising the possibility that some genes are located close to 
alpha satellites.34 Higher-order repeats are in particular 
interesting since they are, as we mentioned above, due to 
more recent evolution and by the process of unequal 
crossing over enable a rapid evolutionary process. Addi-
tionally, there is a general concept that the regulatory 
system of genomes is encoded in the networks of repeti-
tive sequence relationships.35−38 It was postulated that the 
chromosomal regions in man, that are gene-poor, harbor 
gene regulatory elements that have the ability to modulate 
gene expression even over very long distances.39 A func-
tional importance of repetitive elements has been consid-
ered, suggesting that repetitive components play a major 
architectonic role in higher order physical structuring. It 
was argued that a fruitful interpretation of sequence data 
may result from thinking about genomes as information 
storage systems with parallels to electronic information 
storage systems. From this informatics perspective, repet-
itive DNA is an essential component of genomes; it is 
required for formatting coding information so that it can 
be accurately expressed and for formatting DNA mole-
cules for transmission to new generations of cells, and 
that the cooperative nature of protein-DNA interactions 
provides another fundamental reason why repeated se-
quence elements are essential to format genomic DNA.40 
This was accompanied by observation that tandem arrays 
are often the regions that vary most between related 
taxa.40 Considering these facts, it is reasonable, in addi-
tion to already known functions, to assume a possible role 
of different alpha satellite structures as components in 
gene expression multi-layered regulatory network. 
Alpha satellite DNA in great apes were previously 
studied, for example in Refs. 41−46. 
Higher-order and monomeric alpha satellites have 
been recently studied by computational analysis of the 
most recent builds of human genome assembly. Despite 
their obvious functional significance, centromeric re-
gions and their constituent alpha satellite sequences 
were largely omitted by the Human Genome Project 
because of their repetitive nature and the expected pau-
city of genes.22,25,47 In fact, due to centromere gap, lo-
cated at the edges of p and q arms,20 many of higher-
order alpha satellite DNA regions are missing in NCBI 
human genome assembly. Nevertheless, although recent 
genome assemblies mostly provides alpha satellite con-
tent near the centromeric gaps, genomic assemblies of 
some chromosomes have reached a centromere region 
and in these cases detailed information on higher-order 
alpha satellite structure, dynamics and possible new 
functions can be obtained. 
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Various computational tools have been developed 
for computational analyses of repetitions in a given 
genomic sequence, with a goal to achieve a compromise 
between efficiency and sensitivity requirements. How-
ever, there still remain challenges in the case of large 
scale and/or significantly distorted repetitions. In partic-
ular, for higher-order alpha satellites the difficulties are 
largely due to imperfect patterns containing substitu-
tions, insertions and deletions. 
Analysis of the NCBI assembly was performed re-
cently using two different computational approaches. 
Rudd and Willard22 have used standard computational 
tools. Monomers of alpha satellites were extracted using 
Repeat-Masker and characterized as monomeric or 
higher-order using dot matrix program DOTTER. Per-
cent identity among monomeric alpha satellite mono-
mers and among higher-order alpha satellites was exam-
ined using CLUSTALW. BLAST alignments of all 
known HORs reported in the literature versus all alpha 
satellite in the July 2003 assembly was performed in 
Ref. 22 revealing that many of higher-order alpha satel-
lites reported in the literature were missing in the ge-
nome assembly. 
Having in mind possibly important information 
regarding the evolutionary and functional role of hu-
man higher-order alpha satellite DNA and a demanding 
task of studying bioinformatically this higher-order 
units, we perform here an extensive study applying 
novel robust bioinformatics tools Global Repeat Map 
(GRM)48−54 (see Methods). We investigate the major 
alpha satellite higher-order repeats from Build 37.2 
assembly of all human chromosomes and determine 
detailed monomer scheme and consensus sequences, 
finding three novel higher-order alpha satellite struc-
tures, not reported previously. Furthermore, we identify 
and analyze alpha satellite HOR from chimpanzee 
chromosome 4 centromere and analyze higher-order, 
monomer, and base-to-base divergences in human and 
chimpanzee homologous chromosomes. We find that 
the human and chimpanzee HORs are widely different, 
both in size and composition of HOR units and in the 
constituting monomer structure. To analyze differences 
in possible regulatory elements in human and chimpan-
zee higher-order alpha satellite consensuses we apply 
here our new method of stop/start codon like 
trinucleotide extensions.55 
 
METHODS 
Key String Algorithm (KSA) 
In spite of powerful standard computational tools in 
bioinformatics, there are still difficulties to identify and 
analyze long repeat units. For example, the Tandem 
Repeat Finder can identify tandem repeat units up to 2 
kb.56,57 Here we use a new approach useful in particular 
for investigations of very long and/or complex repeats. 
The KSA framework48,49,52,53 is based on the use 
of a short sequence of nucleotides, referred to as key 
string, which cuts a given genomic sequence at each 
location of the key string appearing within the se-
quence. Going along genomic sequence, the lengths of 
ensuing KSA fragments form KSA length array. The 
length array could be compared to an array of lengths 
of restriction fragments resulting from hypothetical 
complete digestion cutting genomic sequence at recog-
nition sites corresponding to KSA key string. While 
restriction enzymes cleave double stranded DNA selec-
tively at specific palindrome sequences, in KSA we 
have no limitations on the choice of computational key 
string cutting a given genomic sequence. Periodicities 
appearing in KSA length array enable identification 
and location of repeats in genomic sequence. Analysis 
of repeat sequences at positions of any periodicity in 
the KSA length array provides consensus repeat unit 
and divergence of repeat copies with respect to consen-
sus. A presence of higher order periodicity in KSA 
length array reveals the presence of HOR and enables 
determination of consensus HOR repeat unit (second-
ary repeat unit) and divergence of HOR copies with 
respect to consensus. 
Similarly, with a proper choice of key string, the 
KSA fragments a given tandem repeat into monomers, 
as for example cutting Alu sequence at two identical 
positions providing identification of Alu sequences, cuts 
a palindrome providing identification of large palin-
drome sequences and their substructure, and so on. KSA 
provides a straightforward ordering of KSA fragments, 
regardless of their size (from small fragments of a few 
bp to as large as tens of kilobasepairs). KSA provides 
high degree of robustness and requires only a modest 
scope of computations using a PC. Due to its robust-
ness, KSA is effective even in cases of significant dele-
tions, insertions and substitutions, providing detailed 
HOR annotation and structure, consensus sequence and 
exact consensus length in a given genomic sequence 
even if it is highly distorted, intertwined and riddled 
(segmentally fuzzy repeats). Using HOR consensus 
sequence, in the next step KSA computes finer charac-
teristics, as for example the suprachromosomal family 
(SF) classification and CENP-B box / pJα distributions. 
 
Global Repeat Map (GRM) 
The GRM program is an extension of KSA framework, 
executed as follows. 
Step 1. GRM-Total module: Computes the frequency vs. 
fragment length distribution for a given genomic se-
quence by superposing results of consecutive KSA 
segmentations computed for ensemble of all 8-bp key 
strings (48 = 65536 key strings).49 Figures 2a and 2b 
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show GRM diagrams for genomic sequence of human 
chromosome 4 (NCBI Build 37.2). In a GRM diagram 
each pronounced peak corresponds to one or more re-
peats at that length, tandem or dispersed. 
Step 2. GRM-Dom module: Determines dominant key 
string corresponding to fragment length for each peak in 
the GRM diagram from step 1. An 8-bp key string (or a 
group of 8-bp key strings) that gives the largest fre-
quency for a fragment length under consideration is 
referred to as a dominant key string. 
Step 3. GRM-Seg module: Performs segmentation of a 
given genomic sequence into KSA fragments using 
dominant key string from the step 2. Any periodic seg-
ment within the KSA length array reveals the location 
of repeats and provides genomic sequences of the corre-
sponding repeat copies. 
Step 4. GRM-Cons module: Aligns all sequences of 
repeat copies from step 3 and constructs consensus 
sequence. 
Step 5. NW module: Computes divergence between 
each repeat copy from step 3 and consensus sequence 
from step 4 using Needleman-Wunsch58 algorithm. 
Code for GRM modules is available upon request to the 
authors. 
Regarding the 8-bp choice of the key string size: 
using an ensemble of all r-bp key strings the average 
length of KSA fragments is ≈4r. With increasing length 
of key strings the overall frequency of large fragment 
lengths increases. For an ensemble of all 8-bp key 
strings, from computed GRM diagrams we can identify 
the primary and secondary repeat units as large as hun-
dred kilobases. 
The GRM method is a straightforward method to 
provide a global repeat map in a single diagram, identi-
fying all pronounced repeats in a given sequence, with-
out any prior knowledge of the sequence structure. Once 
the size of a repeat is determined, GRM provides in a 
straightforward way location of the corresponding repeat 
arrays and their precise analysis. GRM is particularly 
useful for precise sequence analysis since the method 
does not involve averaging procedure. It is also useful 
that the method is robust with respect to sizeable substi-
tutions and indels. Once the consensus repeat unit is 
determined using GRM, in the next step it could be well 
combined with BLAST for search of dispersed units or 
their fragments. For very large repeat units Tandem 
Repeat Finder has limitations, why GRM has no such 
size limitations. On the other hand, Tandem Repeat 
Finder may be more effective for short sequences. 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Global Repeat Map for Human Chromosome 4 
As an illustration of GRM study of higher-order and 
monomeric alpha satellite arrays in genomic sequence, 
we compute here the GRM diagram for genomic se-
quence of chromosome 4 (Figures 2a and 2b). The most 
pronounced peaks in this diagram correspond to the 
following tandem repeats in chromosome 4: alpha satel-
lite repeats (GRM peaks at multiples of the ≈171 bp 
repeat unit), GRM peaks at 135 bp, 166 bp, and ≈310 bp 
which are signature of Alu sequences, GRM peak at 
Figure 2. GRM diagram for Build 37.2 genomic assembly of
human chromosome 4 for intervals of fragment lengths: a 0–
80000 bp. Pronounced peaks above 2 kb are denoted by the
corresponding fragment lengths. The most pronounced peaks
above 2 kb are at approximately 3293, 4745, 5157, 6155,
19258, 29185, 52801 and 57546 bp. b 0–2500 bp. The most
pronounced peaks are at approximately 135, 171, 310, 1409,
and 2211 bp. c contig NT_022853.15 containing alphoid HOR
in chromosome 4. There is a pronounced tandem array with
alphoid repeat units of 171 bp. The peaks at multiples of
alphoid monomer repeat unit 171 bp, i.e., n·171 bp, are denot-
ed by nα. For description of peaks see the text. 
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1409 bp and GRM peaks at 2210 bp (also multiple of 
≈171 bp repeat unit and possible higher-order alpha 
satellite). In addition, there are eight pronounced GRM 
peaks at repeat lengths above 2500 bp. 
 
Higher-order Alpha Satellite Repeats in Human 
Chromosome 4 
In the next step we perform detailed study for alpha 
satellite HORs. Analyzing partial contributions to GRM 
diagram of chromosome 4 from individual contigs we 
find that the largest frequencies contributing to alpha 
satellite peaks are arising from contig NT_022853.15. 
The relevant GRM interval of fragment lengths for 
genomic sequence NT_022853.15 is shown in Figure 
2c. Peaks at approximate multiples of basic alpha satel-
lite repeat length ≈171 bp are decreasing with increasing 
multiple orders. That is a natural trend for tandem re-
peats. On top of that multiple pattern there is a strong 
peak at 2211 bp corresponding to the consensus HOR 
length. Actually, the peak at 2210-bp reveals higher-
order structure of alpha satellite organization: thirteen 
(2211 bp / 171 bp ≈ 13) tandemly arranged alpha satel-
lite monomers, which mutually diverge by 20−40 %, are 
arranged into more homogenous second order units. The 
high homogeneity of second order units, as well as rela-
tively high heterogeneity of primary repeat units, are 
reflected in GRM diagram (Figure 2c) with a character-
istic pattern of HOR-signature. At the end of decreasing 
array of primary repeat peaks there is a pronounced 
peak which corresponds to higher periodicity. Further-
more, in GRM diagram of contig NT_022853.15 there 
is one pronounced peak at the fragment length 1553 bp 
( 9) which disturbs HOR-signature pattern. This peak 
arises due to deletion of four monomers (m07, m08, 
m09, and m10) in HOR copy No 8 (Tables 1 and 2). 
Next, we determine computationally a dominant 
key string, TTTG, which maximally segments the 
NT_022853.15 sequence into ≈171-bp fragments. Per-
forming KSA segmentation using this dominant key 
string we obtain an array of ≈171-bp fragments. Mutual 
alignment of all, in this way obtained, ≈171-bp mono-
mers (see heatmap, Figure 3) approved above deduction; 
thirteen different monomers are constituent blocks of 
higher-order structure (13mer alpha satellite HOR). The 
corresponding basic consensus monomers are denoted as 
m01, …, m13 (consensus sequences in Table 3). 
We also compute GRM diagram for each of thir-
teen alpha satellite basic monomers and we find no 
pronounced peak. This reflects their monomeric struc-
ture, i.e., the absence of internal repeat structure. In the 
next step, divergences between each repeat copy and 
HOR consensus monomers are computed, revealing 
internal structure of each alpha satellite HOR copy (Ta-
ble 2). Detailed monomer structure of alpha satellite 
HOR copies in contig NT_022853.15 is summarized in 
Table 1. 
Position of alpha satellite HOR copies in chromo-
some 4 (see ideogram on Figure 4) and heatmap in Fig-
ure 3 reveal that the 13mer HOR, in fact, seems to be a 
truncated tail of a major HOR block positioned in 
unsequenced domain in front of the contig 
NT_022853.15. 
From results in Tables 1−3 and Figure 3 it is obvi-
ous that homogenization works better near the center of 
higher-order repeat arrays, and less well at the array of 
HOR edges, bordering some non-related sequences.8 
Our results (Table 1) are in accordance with publica- 
Table 1. Alpha satellite monomer repeat structure of 13mer HORs in Contig NT_022853.15 in human chromosome 4. Monomers 
are denoted by m01, m02, ..., m13. Divergence is expressed with respect to the corresponding monomer sequences in consensus 
13mer HOR 
HOR Copy No. Position / bp Divergence / % Composition 
1 2591 1.0 m01, ..., m13 
2 4802 0.7 m01, ..., m13 
3 7013 0.5 m01, ..., m13 
4 9223 0.7 m01, ..., m13 
5 11433 0.4 m01, ..., m13 
6 13642 0.4 m01, ..., m13 
7 15852 0.2 m01, ..., m13 
8 17385 0.8 m01, ..., m06,m11, m12, m13 
9 19429 0.9 m01, ..., m06,m11, m13 
10 20440 0.4 m08,...m13 
11 21628 8.0 m01,m02,m07, ...,m11 
12 22979 6.9 m07, ..., m10,m11,m11,m12,m13 
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Figure 3. Percent divergence scores for base to base comparison of alpha satellite monomers from contig NT_022853.15. Percent
divergence scores are colored according to the color scale shown on the right. 
 
 
Figure 4. Human chromosomes ideogram with denoted positions of alpha satellite HORs investigated in this paper. 
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tions where it was shown that structural variants of 
HORs usually differ in length as a result of the presence 
or absence of an integral number of monomers. War-
burton et al. in Ref. 59 have already described duplica-
tions of one monomer, as happens here for instance in 
HOR copy No 12, or deletions and duplications of a 
number of monomers within a HOR, as for instance in 
HOR copies No 8, 9, 10, 11 (Table 1). Generation of all 
these structural variants can be satisfactory explained by 
unequal crossover between two misaligned wild-type 
HORs or by non-reciprocal processes such as gene con-
version or double strand gap repair.8,59,60 
 
Global Repeat Maps and Higher-order Alpha Satel-
lite Repeats for All Human Chromosomes 
Using GRM algorithm we identify and analyze higher-
order and/or monomeric alpha satellite units in all hu-
man chromosomes (Build 37.2 assembly). In the first 
step, we compute GRM diagrams for all human chro-
mosomes for two relevant intervals of fragment lengths 
(Figures 5−8). (The same diagrams with the correspond-
ing magnification ability are presented in Supplemen-
tary Figures 1 and 2). 
We perform detailed study of alpha satellite HORs 
in every human chromosome in the same way as for 
chromosome 4 in the previous chapter. Summary of all 
human alpha satellite HORs corresponding to Build 
37.2 assembly and positions of HOR blocks are given in 
Table 1 and Figure 4. 
We have determined consensus HORs for chro-
mosomes 1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 8, 10, 11, 17, 19, X, and Y (Build 
37.2 assembly). Aligned monomers in consensus nmer 
HOR are denoted m01, m02, .... Arrays correspond to 
consensus HOR if monomer sequences correspond to 
the convention of61 (referred to as direct (D) mono-
mers). This is the case for 10mer in chromosome 2, 
16mer in chromosome 7, 11mer in chromosome 8, 
11mer in chromosome 9, 14mer in chromosome 17, and 
17mer in chromosome 19. If the consensus HOR con-
tains alpha monomers which are reverse complement to 
the convention of61 (referred to as revers-complement 
(RC) monomers), then the array m01, m02, ... is reverse 
complement to consensus HOR; this is the case for 
11mer in chromosome 1, 13mer in chromosome 4, 
13mer in chromosome 5, 7mer in chromosome 9, 18mer 
in chromosome 10, 12mer in chromosome 11, 13mer in 
chromosome 19, 12mer in chromosome X and 45mer in 
chromosome Y. HOR consensus sequences are present-
ed in Table 3 (chromosomes 2/10mer, 4/13mer, 
9/11mer, and 9/7mer) and in Ref. 55 (chromosomes 
1/11mer, 5/13mer, 7/16mer, 8/11mer, 10/18mer, 
11/12mer, 17/14mer, 19/13mer, 19/17mer, X/12mer, 
and Y/45mer). For convenience, the consensus for the 
second group of HORs is also given in Supplementary 
Table 1. 
Only two chromosome (8 and Y) assemblies have 
arrays of highly homogenous higher-order alpha satel-
lite DNA both on p and q arms (Figure 4). Because all 
chromosomes are known to contain higher-order alpha 
satellites at centromeres,7,8 the fact that only the chro-
mosomes 8 and Y have this level of success indicates 
that most current assemblies probably terminate at some 
distance from functional centromere. In two cases with 
higher-order alpha satellite DNA both on p and q arms, 
the alpha satellite tandem repeats are oriented in the 
same direction on both arms (see Table 4: D-D for 
chromosome 8 and RC-RC for chromosome Y), con-
sistent with both being part of the same homogeneous 
tandem array. By contrast, within the heterogeneous 
monomeric arrays, the orientation of alpha satellite 
DNA typically switches several times within each arm 
contig.8,20 On the other hand, we have found51 two 
30mer HOR arrays in chimpanzee chromosome Y, posi-
tioned one after the other (with a gap of 599 bp in be-
tween). The first HOR, truncated at the start of the 
contig was referred to as direct. The second HOR which 
is reverse complement and highly identical to the first 
HOR array, was referred to as reverse complement. We 
conclude that the direct and reverse complement HOR 
arrays are positioned on the opposite arms of a palin-
drome and also are a part of the same homogeneous 
tandem array. 
 
Suprachromosomal Family Assignment 
Sequence comparison of alpha satellite monomers in 
human chromosomes revealed 12 types of alpha satellite 
monomers, which form five suprachromosomal families 
(SFs). They all descend from two basic types of mono-
mers, A and B. To the subset A belong the SF types J1, 
D2, W4, W5, M1, and R1, and to the subset B belong 
J2, D1, W1, W2, W3, and R2.7,8,61 Subtypes of alpha 
satellites are: SF1 (dimeric structure -J1_J2-), SF2 
(dimeric structure -D1_D2-), SF3 (pentameric structure 
-W1_W2_W3_W4_W5-), SF4 (monomeric structure –
M1-), and SF5 (dimeric structure -R1_R2-).8 We calcu-
late divergence for pairwise comparison of every mon-
omer from consensus HOR and SF monomers. To each 
monomer constituting alphoid HOR the corresponding 
SF monomer from61 with the lowest mutual divergence 
is assigned. Results are summarised in Table 5. In this 
way we find that, out of fifteen alpha satellite consensus 
HORs, ten could be clearly assigned to one of 
suprachromosomal families, while five are a combina-
tion of different types of SF monomers. However, even 
within this limited dataset, a significant number of con-
sensus alpha satellites within HORs shows a sizable 
divergence with respect to previously described fami-
lies61 (row bellow family assignment in Table 5), sug-
gesting that the complete suprachromosomal family 
classification has yet to be determined. 
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Figure 5. GRM diagrams for Build 37.2 ansembly of human chromosomes 1 to 12 in the interval of fragment lengths 0 - 2000 bp.
Pronounced peaks are denoted by fragment lengths (repeat unit lengths). 
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Figure 6. GRM diagrams for Build 37.2 assembly of human chromosomes 13 to Y in the interval of fragment lengths 0−2000 bp.
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Figure 7. GRM diagrams for Build 37.2 assembly of human chromosomes 1 to 12 in the interval of fragment lengths 2 kb – 25 kb bp. 
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Figure 8. GRM diagrams for Build 37.2 assembly of human chromosomes 13 to Y in the interval of fragment lengths 2 kb – 25 kb bp. 
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Table 5. Suprachromosomal family (SF) classification of HOR sequences from Table 3 and Ref. 55. To each monomer from 
HOR we assign the SF classification of closest SF consensus monomer defined in Ref. 8 and Ref. 61 
Chr. SF Monomer family / Div (%)55 
1 3 w5 w1 w1 w1 w5 w4 w1 w4 w3 w1 w117.9 19.9 15.1 18.0 12.9 12.3 17.0 11.7 14.0 17.3 14.0
2 2 d2 d1 d2 d1 w4 d1 d1 d1 d2 d1 15.8 9.4 15.2 12.9 19.2 12.9 10.5 10.5 12.9 12.9
4 2, 3, 4 m1 m1 m1 m1 d2 m1 w1 d2 d1 d1 w1 w3 w4 11.1 15.1 15.1 12.9 17.4 14.5 16.4 17.5 21.3 21.1 17.4 21.4 16.2
5 2,4 d1 m1 d1 w4 m1 m1 m1 m1 m1 d1 m1 m1 m1 13.5 14.0 12.3 12.2 15.2 18.0 16.4 13.5 16.4 14.0 13.5 13.5 9.9 
7 2, 3, 4 w4 d1 m1 w4 m1 w4 d1 m1 d1 m1 w4 d2 m1 m1 m1 w4 15.2 14.5 13.4 18.1 9.9 14.0 14.6 12.2 14.0 11.7 15.8 14.0 15.8 14.6 14.5 9.4 
8 2 d1 d2 d1 d2 d1 d2 d1 w4 d1 d2 d1 13.5 16.4 15.2 12.3 20.5 16.4 18.1 18.6 18.7 14.6 14.0
9 4 m1 m1 m1 m1 m1 m1 m1 m1 m1 m1 m1 5.9 7.6 11.1 15.2 15.8 12.3 9.9 10.5 6.4 10.5 8.8 
9 2 d1 d2 d1 w4 d1 d2 d1 9.9 11.1 11.7 13.4 11.1 11.1 16.4
10 1 j1 j1 j2 j1 j2 j1 j2 j1 j2 j1 j1 j1 j2 j1 j2 j1 j2 j1 19.9 15.8 16.4 15.2 13.5 16.4 15.1 16.4 15.8 15.0 21.6 14.6 18.7 15.8 15.2 18.1 17.0 16.9
11 3 w4 w1 w1 w1 w4 w4 w2 w1 w5 w4 w4 w1 17.0 14.6 11.6 17.0 12.9 11.7 10.5 12.8 18.0 13.7 12.9 12.9
17 3 w4 w1 w1 w1 w4 w1 w4 w4 w1 w1 w5 w1 w2 w4 11.1 14.0 12.2 13.5 16.4 13.5 8.8 12.9 17.5 15.7 18.7 12.8 14.0 13.5 
19 2, 4 m1 d1 w4 d1 w4 m1 m1 m1 m1 m1 d1 m1 d2 8.8 12.3 12.8 10.5 11.1 9.9 13.5 12.9 10.5 14.6 11.7 11.7 11.0
19 2, 3, 4 w1 m1 m1 m1 m1 w4 m1 m1 m1 m1 m1 w4 d1 w4 d1 m1 w4 15.5 12.9 9.4 10.5 14.0 12.3 16.4 13.5 12.9 15.2 11.7 12.2 10.5 12.8 11.1 11.7 14.6
X 3 w1 w1 w4 w4 w1 w4 w1 w1 w5 w4 w4 w2 14.5 17.5 9.4 14.6 11.7 22.4 14.0 15.7 16.9 16.4 7.0 10.5
          
Y 4 
m1 m1 m1 m1 m1 m1 m1 m1 m1 m1 m1 m1 m1 m1 m1 m1 m1 m1 
14.9 12.9 14.0 14.6 12.3 12.1 15.2 14.0 12.9 16.3 10.5 7.0 9.3 14.0 9.9 11.1 8.7 8.1 
m1 m1 m1 m1 m1 m1 m1 m1 m1 m1 m1 m1 m1 m1 m1 m1 m1 m1 
10.5 14.0 10.5 11.1 14.0 4.7 9.9 14.0 15.1 5.3 12.2 17.0 7.0 11.1 11.1 5.9 10.5 7.6 
m1 m1 m1 m1 m1 m1 m1 m1 m1 
6.4 12.9 7.6 12.3 9.9 14.0 13.5 8.8 15.8
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The SF classification of alpha monomers or HORs 
is used as a basis for discussion of CENP B box and pJ 
motif distributions in alpha monomers. 
 
CENP-B box and pJ Motif Distribution 
The consensus alpha satellite monomers for basic types 
A and B have only seven differences, five of which are 
concentrated in a 16 bp region of alpha satellite mono-
mer. Such clustering indicates that these mutations are 
not random, but are affected by a selection.8,61 Indeed, 
the alternative A and B configurations match the bind-
ing sites of two alpha satellites-binding proteins, pJ 
(5'-TTCCTTTTPyCACCPuTAG-3’) and CENP-B (5'-
PyTTCGTTGGAAPuCGGGA-3’).61,62 Ohzeki et al.63 
and Warburton64 have shown that only a combination of 
both the CENP-B box and HOR pattern provided suc-
cessful centromere binding to kinetochore complex 
during mitotic processes. CENP-B box appears only in 
alpha satellite HOR8,65,66 while no CENP-B boxes were 
detected in monomeric alpha satellites.67,68 The pJ 
motif reflects some of nucleotides derived from alpha 
satellite monomer which were shown to be effective in 
binding experiments. A shorter pJ core sequence 
CCTTTTPyC,61 presenting an essential part of the pJ 
motif, was effective when dimerized, while a number of 
mutations outside of this core did not abolish binding. 
After determining the SF classification of mono-
mers in consensus HORs, we investigate the appearance 
of CENP-B box and pJ motif in these monomers. We 
find that only the monomers in 13mer HOR in chromo-
some 5 and monomers in 13mer HOR in chromosome 
19 are without any CENP-B box and pJ motif (Table 
4). This is an exception to the general pattern found for 
human chromosomes.69 In the next chapter we will see 
that these two HORs are highly homologous, what 
could be a consequence of interchromosomal transition 
or orchestrated interchromosomal homogenization. 
Another consensus HOR from chromosome 19, a 
17mer, has one CENP-B box and one pJ motif. The 
consensus 18mer HOR in chromosome 10 has eight 
CENP-B boxes, located in every other monomer except 
one. In chromosome 2 a new 10mer consensus HOR has 
four CENP-B boxes in every other monomer except 
one. In chromosome 4 a 13mer consensus HOR has 
CENP-B box in three consecutive monomers. In chro-
mosome 9 a new 7mer consensus HOR has the pJ 
motif in four consecutive monomers. Moreover, we find 
in chromosome Y a first reported case of HOR with 
only pJ motif and no CENP-B box. 
Since the CENP-B box and pJ motif are essential 
for protein binding, an interesting question is whether 
the monomers with and without CENP-B box and pJa 
motif have different sequence divergences. In this re-
spect, we find that the pairwise divergence among mon-
omers shows no dependence on the presence or absence 
of the CENP-B box or pJ motif. 
 
Homogenization within Consensus Higher-Order 
Alpha Satellite Monomers 
To explore the evolutionary relationships of higher-
order alpha satellite monomers in human genome, we 
compared all consensus higher-order alpha satellite 
monomers from Table 3 and Supplementary Table 1 to 
each other. We performed Needleeman-Wunsch align-
ments58 between all possible pairwase combinations of 
monomers (223 monomers, 49729 alignments). The 
relationship between monomers in consensus HORs is 
presented graphically in a heatmap (Figure 9), where 
each divergence is depicted according to a given color 
scale. 
Within each of fifteen HORs intrachromosomal 
monomer divergence varies from ≈17% to ≈25% (Table 
6 and Figure 10). Monomer divergence is lowest in 
13mer in chromosome 19 (16.9 % ± 2.4 %), 11mer in 
chromosome 9 (17.9 % ± 3.5 %) and in 17mer in chro-
mosome 19 (18.8 % ± 2.9 %) reflecting their higher 
homogeneity in comparison with, for example, 11mer in 
chromosome 1 (25.3 % ± 4.0 %) or 11mer in chromo-
some 8 (25.3 % ± 6.4 %). 
There is difference between weaker homogeneity 
within HOR alpha satellite consensus monomers and 
before mentioned stronger homogeneity within array of 
alpha satellite HOR copies which have typical diver-
gence between copies of 1−5 % (for example of chro-
mosome 4 see Table 1), which is a consequence of 
evolutionary concerted processes. Similarity between 
various consensus monomers within one higher-order 
repeat unit is derived from common ancestral alpha 
satellite monomer. Creation of a large tandemly repeat-
ed alpha satellite array may occur through abruptly 
amplification of ancestral alpha satellite monomer or 
through a step by step series of unequal crossovers 
and/or gene conversion events that initially create du-
plication and then expand.8 Such hypothesis of one pra-
ancestral alpha satellite monomer is additionally sup-
ported by calculations of consensus sequences of all 
monomers within any consensus HOR and their mutual 
alignment (Table 8). Very low mutual divergences 
between consensus monomers from consensus HORs in 
Table 8 reveal that calculation of consensuses is like 
traveling back in time: all higher-order monomers in 
every chromosome are evidently descendants of one -
ancestral alpha satellite. After a specific alpha satellite 
array has been created by amplification, there are no 
mechanisms, like “homogenization” processes in a case 
of HOR copies, to maintain its homogeneity and copies 
just passively accumulate mutations. In a more realistic 
situation, there are homogenization mechanisms in 
both, monomeric and HOR sequences, but homogeni-
zation processes within HOR copies will occur more 
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frequently than between monomeric units.25 In both 
cases, the mean divergences indicate the time of crea-
tion of initial alpha satellite arrays, and in the case of 
isotropic random mutations, standard deviations indicate 
rate of creation processes alone. On the other hand, the 
mean divergence could also be a good recipe for estima-
tion of the age of HOR creation, because after a specific 
HOR unit has been created, the processes of effective 
“homogenization” have started and present mutations 
have been fixated. 
Analyses of interchromosomal (or inter-HOR, if 
there are two different higher-order alpha satellite units 
in the same chromosome) mean divergences reveal 
(Table 6) a few possible similar higher-order repeat 
units, e.g., 13 mer in chromosome 5 and 13mer in 
chromosome 19, 13mer in chromosome 5 and 17mer 
inchromosome 19, 16 mer in chromosome 7 and 13mer 
in chromosome 19, 16mer in chromosome 7 and 17mer 
in chromosome 19, 11mer in chromosome 9 and 45mer 
in chorosome Y, and so on. It is important to notice that 
real information of mean divergences between two 
different higher-order repeat units are masked in Table 6 
because of monomeric heterogeneity within one higher-
order repeat unit. 
To overcome above-mentioned problem we per-
formed modified estimation of mean divergence; to 
each consensus monomer in one higher-order repeat  
 
Figure 9. Graphical presentation („heatmap“) of divergence between monomers in consensus HORs. Monomers in consensus
HORs are displayed both horizontally and vertically. The color of the intersection of the horizontal band corresponding to the n-th
monomer in the i-th chromosome and the vertical band corresponding to the m-th monomer in j-th chromosome represents the
divergence (in percents) between these two monomers (vertical scale on the right side). 
Figure 10. Mean divergence and standard deviation among
human alpha satellite monomers in consensus HOR.  
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unit a monomer with lowest alignment divergence from 
other higher-order repeat unit has been assigned and 
then the mean divergence of, so obtained monomer 
pairs, has been calculated (Table 7). This modified 
mean percent divergence we called minimal divergence. 
The 13mer and 17mer HOR in chromosomes 19 
have the lowest mutual minimal divergence; we pro-
posed that one higher-order unit is derived from the 
other, although more complex explanations, with both 
higher-order units derived from a third unknown higher-
order unit is also possible.50 It is very unlikely that the 
17mer unit arose from 13mer unit by addition of four 
monomers, because monomers alignment excluded 
possibility that the four additional monomers in 17mer 
unit are duplications of any monomers from 13mer unit 
(see chromosome 19 13mer and 17mer alignment in a 
heatmap from Figure 9). Therefore, we hypothesized 
that the shorter, 13mer higher-order repeat unit arose 
from the longer 17mer higher-order unit by deletion of 
four alpha satellite monomers which are all distinct 
from the monomers in 13mer. This is consistent with a 
general view7 that a type of polymorphism found in 
alphoid arrays can be related to HOR units that differ by 
an integral number of alphoid monomers. It should be 
noticed that, in addition to the chromosome 19 case of 
two similar higher-order units on the same centromere, 
there is a sample of two completely different higher-
order alpha satellite units on the centromere of chromo-
some 9. It is obvious, from Figure 9 and Table 7, that 
these higher-order alpha satellite structures have com-
pletely different building units (monomers) and, from 
Table 6, that they are created in different moments and 
with different rates. 
Moreover, 13mer in chromosome 5 is similar to 
the both 13mer and 17mer in chromosome 19 what 
could be a consequence of two possible processes: (1) 
these sequences were subject to intrachromosomal ho-
mogenization mechanisms or (2) blocks of higher-order 
13mer alpha satellite may have undergone exchanges 
via transposition mechanisms.25 
In addition to this group of three very similar al-
pha satellite HORs there are a few groups of HORs with 
somewhat greater mutual diversity: the group of 11mer 
in chromosome 1, 12mer in chromosome 11, 14mer in 
chromosome 17, and 12mer in chromosome X, or the 
group of 10mer in chromosome 2, 11mer in chromo-
some 8, and 7mer in chromosome 9, and so on, with 
mutual divergence of about 13 %. If we assume that the 
transposition mechanisms are more probable to be re-
sponsible for these similarities it is very easy (from 
Table 8. Mean divergences among alpha satellite monomers from consensus HOR sequences in human chromosomes. For exam-
ple, to a small square at the intersection of the first horizontal band corresponding to chromosome 1 and the fifth vertical band 
corresponding to the chromosome 7, divergence between consensus sequence of all 11 monomers from consensus 11mer HOR in 
chromosome 1 and from consensus sequence of all 16 monomers from consensus 16mer HOR in chromosome 7 is assigned (5%) 
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chr1/11mer 0 9 8 5 5 10 7 11 14 4 5 5 5 4 7 
chr2/10mer 0 8 7 6 5 9 6 14 8 9 6 6 9 10 
chr4/13mer 0 4 5 8 5 8 10 8 9 5 5 9 6 
chr5/13mer 0 2 7 2 8 10 6 7 1 1 7 3 
chr7/16mer 0 7 5 7 11 5 6 2 2 6 5 
chr8/11mer 0 9 5 11 8 8 6 6 8 10 
chr9/7mer 0 9 12 9 9 3 3 9 1 
chr9/11mer 0 12 7 8 8 8 8 10 
chr10/18mer 0 13 12 11 11 13 12 
chr11/12mer 0 2 6 6 1 9 
chr17/14mer 0 6 6 2 10 
chr19/13mer 0 0 6 4 
chr19/17mer 0 6 4 
chrX/12mer 0 9 
chrY/45mer 0 
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Table 7) to follow the time and space pattern of human 
alpha satellite HORs creation. 
 
HORs in Chimpanzee Chromosome 4 
Applying GRM to the chimpanzee chromosome 4 
(NCBI Build 2.1 assembly), we find 21mer HORs in 
chimpanzee contig NW_003456961.1 (Table 9). The 
corresponding basic consensus monomers are denoted 
as mc01, …, mc21. The corresponding consensus 
HOR array are shown in Table 10. The consensus 
length of 21mer HOR (secondary periodicity) repeat 
unit is 3606 bp. Previously, an alpha satellite subset 
organized as a series of pentameric (higher-order) 
repeats was reported at the centromere of the chimpan-
zee chromosome 4.41 
 
Comparison of Monomers from Consensus HORs in 
Human and Chimpanzee Chromosome 4 
In the first step, we compute divergences between 13 
human monomers from consensus 13mer HOR and 21 
chimpanzee monomers from consensus 21mer HOR 
(Table 11). It is obvious that divergences are scattered 
and there is no small divergence between any human 
and chimpanzee alpha monomers. Thereafter, we con-
clude that none of chimpanzee monomers can be as-
signed to a particular human monomer. 
The mean values of divergence between monomer 
sequences from consensus HORs are: 
div (13 human vs. 13 human) = 22.9 %, 
div (21 chimp vs. 21 chimp)  = 25.7 %, 
div (13 human vs. 21 chimp) = 32.9 %, 
where (13 human) denotes the set of alpha satellite 
monomers from human consensus 13mer HOR, and (21 
chimp) from chimpanzee consensus 21mer HOR. 
The number of different monomers constituting 
consensus HOR in human chromosome 4 (13 monomers) 
is different than in the chimpanzee chromosome 4 ge-
nome (21 monomers). All monomers constituting human 
13mer HOR are different from monomers constituting 
chimpanzee 21mer HOR by ≈33 %, which is considera-
bly larger than divergence between monomers within a 
single HOR copy (Table 6). This results show that alpha 
satellite HORs in human and chimpanzee chromosome 4 
have been created after the human-chimpanzee separa-
tion. Nevertheless, because the mean difference is still 
sizably lower than difference between two random se-
quences, it is reasonable to assume that both human and 
chimpanzee alpha satellites originate from a common 
ancestor that predated the human-chimpanzee separation. 
 
Comparison of Codon-Like Trinucleotides Extension 
in Human and Chimpanzee HORs in Chromosomes 4 
In the next step, a new method of codon-like 
trinucleotides (CLTs) extensions55 is applied to analyze 
the differences in structure of human and chimpanzee 
alpha satellite monomers in HORs in chromosome 4. 
Inspired by much interest in gene regulators, we ana-
lyzed trinucleotides corresponding to the start (ATG) 
and stop (TGA, TAA, TAG) CLTs in monomer se-
quences. It was shown55 that the specificity and the level 
of extension of start/stop-CLTs distinguish human alpha 
satellite sequences from non-alpha satellite HORs and 
non-repeat sequences. As a measure of CLT-clustering 
of genomic sequences the corresponding extension 
factor r was introduced.55 
Recently, we have identified HORs in chromo-
some 5 of chimpanzee (5mer), orangutan (14mer), and 
macaque (two 3mers).70 
Table 9. Alpha satellite monomer structure of 21mer HORs in contig NW_003456961.1 in chimpanzee chromosome 4 
HOR Copy No. Position / bp Divergence / % Composition 
1 11758218 1.4 mc01, ..., mc21 
2 11761827 1.4 mc01, ..., mc21 
3 11765430 1.3 mc01, ..., mc21 
4 11769037 1.0 mc01, ..., mc17, 640 bp N, mc21 
5 11772772 0.9 mc01, ..., mc21 
6 11776379 0.8 mc01, ..., mc21 
7 11779985 1.9 mc01, ..., mc08, 171 bp*, 168 bp N, mc06, ..., mc21  
8 11784611 0.9 mc01, ..., mc21 
9 11788220 1.3 736 bp N, m06, ..., m21 
10 11791705 1.1 mc01, ..., mc21 
11 11795310 1.7 mc01, ..., mc05, 712 bp N, mc14, ...,mc21 
N – unsequenced segment inside contig NW_003456961.1 
* 171 bp segment with divergence of 53.5 % with respect to mc18 consensus sequence 
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In alpha satellite HORs in human chromosome 4 
the extensions of start-ATG CLT are significantly 
smaller than extensions of stop-TGA CLT, and the 
extensions of stop-TAG CLT are absent (Table 12). The 
extensions of stop-TAA CLT are slightly larger, but still 
≈2.4 times smaller then extensions of stop-TGA CLT. 
This is in accordance with dominant contribution from 
stop-TGA CLT found in Ref 55. 
On the other hand, the extensions of stop-TGA 
CLT are sizably smaller and of stop-TAA CLT sizably 
larger in chimpanzee chromosome 4 alpha satellites: 
chimpanzee alpha satellites have by a factor of ≈1.7 
reduced extensions of stop-TGA CLT and by a factor of 
≈1.6 increased extensions of stop-TAA CLT with re-
spect to human alpha satellites (Table 12). If we com-
pare these results with base to base divergences, we can 
conclude that the main difference between human and 
chimpanzee alpha satellites lies in extensions of codon-
like trinucleotides. Having in mind that small and seem-
ingly insignificant differences in a nonlinear network of 
genes and regulators could produce significant function-
al differences,55 we hypothesize that these start/stop-
CLTs differences could have been important factor in 
human evolution and separation of human from other 
primates. 
 
CONCLUSION 
We apply Global Repeat Map algorithm for identifica-
tion and analysis of tandem and dispersed repeats in 
genomic sequences of all human chromosomes from 
Build 37.2 assembly. GRM analysis of repeats is done 
without use of any prior knowledge of a period or pat-
tern and without involving any numerical parameter. 
The GRM analysis identifies HORs in the presence of 
insertions and/or deletions and gives a full list and struc-
ture of insertions, deletions and point mutations within 
HORs. 
Applying GRM, in this paper, the whole available 
human genome sequence (Build 37.2 assembly) is in-
vestigated, and major alpha satellite higher-order re-
peats are identified. Fifteen different alpha satellite 
HORs in thirteen human chromosomes are identified, 
three of them novel, not reported previously. Detailed 
monomer scheme and consensus sequences for all alpha 
satellite HORs in human and chimpanzee chromosome 
4 are identified and extensive study and research of their 
structure, development and evolutionary relationships 
are performed. 
Supplementary Materials. – Supporting informations to the 
paper are enclosed to the electronic version of the article. 
These data can be found on the website of Croatica Chemica 
Acta (http://public.carnet.hr/ccacaa). 
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